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• A (historical) journey through the garden of language models

• Some applications of large language models (LLMs) that make us go "wow"

• Some limitations of LLMs that make us wonder why did we go “wow”

• What to do with an LLM, now that you have one (or more)?

Outline



LLMs are everywhere



IBM PC:
Personal computing

Mosaic: 
www browsing

iPhone 1: 
mobile apps

ChatGPT: 
conversational AI
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~$3.3Tn of global GDP 
growth (10% of  t otal  
growth) through 2011 

(McKinsey)

$4.5Tn of economic value 
added to global economy 

from mobile devices 
(GSMA)

Productivity impact debated, 
but $4.9Tn of  US economy  

(19%) in 2022 directly related 
to IT sector (ITIF.org)

Potentially +$1.0Tn, or +4% of 
GDP impact  in US alone  

(Thomas Tunguz calculation on 
OpenAI paper)

How did we end up here?

Bloomberg

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/technology%20media%20and%20telecommunications/high%20tech/our%20insights/the%20great%20transformer/mgi_impact_of_internet_on_economic_growth.pdf
https://www.gsma.com/mobileeconomy/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/280222-The-Mobile-Economy-2022.pdf
https://itif.org/publications/2022/09/19/how-the-it-sector-powers-the-us-economy/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/which-increases-productivity-more-advent-personal-computer-tunguz/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2303.10130.pdf


What is a Language Model?



Language modelling — a progression

5

In 1913, Russian mathematician Andrey Markov 
counted letters from “Eugene Onegin” and showed that 
the chance of a letter appearing depends on the letter 
before it. Visualization from J. Alammar
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6+1 truths about LLMs

LLMs are… 
1) … multitaskers with an interactive interface that perform a wide range 
of tasks, some of which have never “seen” before.
2) … having content-filters that we can easily bypass
3) … hallucinating non-factual errors, therefore they are not a reliable 
knowledge source
4) … able to improve through interaction
5) … useful as writing tools with human control – but cannot rely on 
them for decision making
6) … useful as chatbots but we need dialogue management tools to 
control their output
7) … developing as we speak, therefore they are only going to improve



Text Generation

• LLMs can’t memorize all (long-tail) knowledge in their parameters
• LLMs’ knowledge is easily outdated and hard to update
• LLMs are large and expensive to run
• LLMs’ output is challenging to interpret and verify
Overall goal: Can we possibly reduce the development costs of LLMs and 
scale them down by using local knowledge?

So, what’s next?

+ Information Retrieval = Augmented LLMs



An application for legal Q&A

Retriever

Am I still entitled to child benefit after my studies?

...1

2 ...
3

...4

5 ...

[P1] Child benefits shall be granted on behalf of the child until August
31 of the calendar year in which the child reaches the age of 18.

[P2] Beyond the date set by the first paragraph, child benefits shall be
granted until the age of 25 in favor of (a) the apprentice;(b) the child
who is taking classes, undertaking an internship to be appointed to a
post, or is enrolled in training for which credits are granted in the 
system;(c) the child who is preparing a dissertation for higher education;
(d) the child who is no longer subject to compulsory schooling, registered
as a job seeker, and has completed their studies or apprenticeship;(e)...

[P3] The right to child benefits shall be extended on behalf of the
missing child, in accordance with the following provisions:...

Article Collection

Question Top-k Results

LLM

Prompt

#4722

#128

#1183

#27556

#8347

### Instruction: You are an expert lawyer. You will be given a question 
along with several legal articles, which may contain both relevant and
irrelevant information. Your task is to filter out the unnecessary 
details and use only the pertinent information from these articles to 
formulate a comprehensive yet straightforward response in very simple 
language. Your response should start by the identifiers of the passages
you selected.

### Question: Am I still entitled to child benefit after my studies?

### Articles:
[4722P1]  ...
[4722P2]  ...
[128P1]   ...
[1183P1]  Child benefits shall be granted on behalf of the child until...
[1183P2]  Beyond the date set by the first paragraph, child benefits...
[1183P3]  The right to child benefits shall be extended on behalf of...
[27556P1] ...
[8347P1]  ...

### Response:

#1

Answer
Rationales: [1183P2]
Answer: Yes, under certain conditions: (a) you must be under 25;
(b) you must be registered as a job seeker; (c) you are on a work
integration program (one year from the date of your registration as
a job seeker); (d) you do not work more than 240 hours a quarter;
(e) you are no longer subject to compulsory education; (f) you must
be involuntarily unemployed (you cannot refuse a suitable job and
must actively seek employment). Your keep your child benefit for
one year after your studies, unless your register as a job seeker
late. This 1-year period starts from August 1 following your final
academic year (if you completed your studies) or the day after you
stopped (if you did not). Note that there are special conditions if
you stopped your studies before turning 18.

[P1] Within this Code, the procurement of nationality is referred to as
acquisition or attribution, depending on whether it is or is not
contingent upon the individual's voluntary action directed towards this
procurement.

[P2] For the application of this Act, the following terms are defined as: 
(1) Principal residence: the location of registration in the population
register, the foreigners register, or the waiting register; (2) Foreigners
law: the law of December 15, 1980, pertaining to access to the territory,
residency, and settlement of foreigners; (3) Regularization law:...

Antoine Louis, Gijs van Dijck, Gerasimos Spanakis: “Interpretable Long-Form Legal Question Answering with Retrieval-Augmented LLMs” (under submission)
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Takeaways
• LLMs are here to stay

oReally good at “creativity”, style, translation, programming, …
oSuffer from overconfidence, stability, bias and stereotyping, …

• There are no simple answers here
o ”Just get on board the future train”: Ignores the temptation of AI
o ”Ban it all”: Literally impossible

• Current directions on improving LLMs:
oAugmenting with external knowledge and factuality
oHuman-in-the-loop value alignment to control the conversations



Thanks for listening!

Questions?
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